
BACK TO THE KITCHEN. BACK TO CLEAN.
Cleaning Process & Product Recommendations  



EXPECTED SHIFTS IN FOODSERVICE

absolutely require regular 
and visible wiping down 
of tables, kiosks, and other 
items people touch 2

71%
of
restaurant 
patrons

71%indicate their perception of 
hygiene practices 
influences their decision to 
patronize1

90%
of
restaurant 
patrons

90%

1 “COVID-19: The Evolution from ‘Jan –San’ to ‘Hygiene’ is Now Complete”, Baird, April 2020.
2 “Datassential Webinar, April 10.

Experts predict that the COVID-19 pandemic will have far-reaching 
implications on consumer preferences and requirements. 

As a result, it is more important than ever before to strive for a new level of 
cleanliness to keep employees, patrons, and guests safe. 



COMMITTED TO CLEANLINESS

Cleaning frequently with industry-leading products will help facilities keep patrons 
safe and minimize the spread of illness. 

DURABLE, LONG-LASTING 
PRODUCTS BREADTH OF LINE BEST-IN-CLASS MICROFIBER

HYGEN™ and Light Commercial Microfiber 
cloths and mop pads remove 99.9% of 

microbes with water alone*, that may not 
be killed by disinfectants.

With a  breadth of products ranging from 
microfiber cleaning to touch-free 

washroom faucets and soap dispensers to 
hands-free waste containers, RCP has the 

solutions to help facilities re-open, post 
COVID-19.

All products are built and tested to 
withstand use in the most abusive 

commercial environments. RCP solutions 
have proven to outperform and outlast the 

competition. 

*Based on third-part testing on VCT surface with water only. Tested Virus: Feline Calicivirus. Tested Bacteria: Clostridioides difficile (C.Diff), Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), Pseudomonas aeruginosa. Not tested on COVID-19



CLEANING BEST PRACTICES

As consumer expectations of cleanliness and hygiene rise, facilities need to ensure that they have an 
established cleaning processes that includes regularly cleaning high-touch areas.  Below are best practices 

that are used today by hospitals.

1 Clean systematically, either clockwise or counterclockwise
No surface is skipped, process saves time and is more ergonomic.

2 Go from clean to dirty.
Reduces the likelihood of spreading infection and contaminants.

3 Clean from top to bottom.
Any dust/ debris dislodged from top surface naturally falls to the lower surfaces.

4 Wipe in one direction (unidirectional wiping)
Circular wiping re-contaminates areas, and it ensures solution is applied to whole surface.

American for the Healthcare Environment. Certified Healthcare Environmental Services Technician.



CLEANING BEST PRACTICES

The eight-sided fold methodology for microfiber cloths helps 
maximize the use of the cloth while reducing the risk of cross-

contamination during the cleaning process.

When mopping a floor, the ‘figure-8’ motion is recommended to 
prevent cross-contamination.



FRONT OF HOUSE CLEANING PROCESS

DISINFECT ENTRANCE

DISINFECT HOSTESS STATION

SANITIZE BAR/LOUNGE

1820582

FGQ63006BL00

FG9C03060000

FG750824 2080802

FG750411



FRONT OF HOUSE CLEANING PROCESS

SANITIZE DINING ROOM AND BAR TABLES

DUST MOP AND WET MOP THE FLOOR

1820582

FG9C03060000

1928023

FG611200YEL

2025503FG758088YEL

FGQ40800GR00



RESTROOM CLEANING PROCESS

DISINFECT SINK AND COUNTER

CLEAN MIRRORS

DISINFECT TOLIET

1820582

FGQ63006BL00

FG9C03060000

FG631000WHT
FG631100WHT

1820584

FG9S1500YEL



RESTROOM CLEANING PROCESS

RESTOCK SUPPLIES AND WASTE DISPOSAL

DUST MOP AND WET  MOP THE FLOOR

FG611200YEL

2025503

FG758088YEL

FGQ40800GR00

FGH14600GY00

FG9S1500YEL

FGQ55900BK00FGQ74900YL00



BREAKROOM CLEANING PROCESS

DISINFECT HIGH-TOUCH AREAS
1820582

FG9C03060000

1928023

FG758088YEL

FGQ40800GR00

2025503

DISINFECT APPLIANCES

DISINFECT SEATING AREA



BACK OF HOUSE CLEANING PROCESS

SANITIZE PREP AREAS

SANITIZE SUFACE AREAS & EQUIPMENT

1820582

FG9C03060000

1928023



BACK OF HOUSE CLEANING PROCESS

DUST MOP AND WET MOP THE FLOOR

DISINFECT HIGH TOUCH AREAS

RESTOCK SUPPLIES AND WASTE DISPOSAL

1820582

FG9C03060000

FG611200YEL

2025503

FGQ40800GR00

FGH14600GY00



HIGH-TOUCH AREAS IN FOODSERVICE

Menus have been found to have

Of chair seats had bacteria 
on them, including E. Coli2

had aerobic bacteria 
present, when tested3

transferred to food by 
workers’ hands4

185,000
bacterial organisms 
on them1

70PERCENT
Study 
found 
that

of foodborne illnesses 
were caused by 
pathogens that were89%

100% of
ketchup 
bottles

Regularly disinfect 
menus using 1820582 
Microfiber Cloth and 

FG9C03060000
Spray Bottle

Wipe down chairs 
using1820582 Microfiber 

Cloth and 
FG9C03060000

Spray Bottle

Spray and wipe 
condiments 

using1820582 
Microfiber Cloth 
FG9C03060000

Spray Bottle



HIGH-TOUCH AREAS IN FOODSERVICE

Be sure to regularly disinfect all high-touch areas within a restaurant to help reduce the spread of germs. 

Hostess Station and/or Cashier Counter:
• Countertop
• Credit card touchpads
• Pens
• Menus 
• Pagers

Entrance:
• Door Handles
• Door Frame

Dining:
• Table Tops
• Chairs
• Condiments
• Salt/Pepper
• Napkin Holders
• Floor
• High Chairs
• Door to Kitchen BOH

Bathroom:
• Faucets, Sinks, Handles, Counter tops
• Toilets, Urinals, Flushers
• Door handles
• Stall doors and locks
• Soap Dispensers (if not automatic)



PROBING QUESTIONS FOR CHOOSERS

01

02

03

04

05

What new guidelines are you implementing to 
ensure both customers and staff stay safe?

What specific products have you adopted to ease 
operations and help meet local mandates?

With dine-in service resuming, will you still offer 
delivery and takeout?

Do you offer foodservice delivery? If so, what type 
of delivery service do you utilize?

How are you planning to disinfect your menus? 
Will you be changing how you manage your menus 
in the future? Ex: digital, menu boards, etc. 

06

07

08

09

10

What are the primary challenges you are facing now? 
What are your immediate concerns with re-opening?

How are you cleaning your facility today? Do you use 
color-coding?

What are your plans for disinfecting the front of house 
space between guests including tables, chairs and the 
bar?

What an increased focus on hygiene practices, including 
frequent and proper hand-washing, what are your 
thoughts on a touch-free washroom?

Do you feel that you are prepared to re-open and meet 
customer expectations around cleanliness and hygiene?
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